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n Ask the expert

Big class, small
memory?

Q: I find that because my class sizes are
increasing, it’s becoming more difficult to
learn students’ names and to remember
them. Could you suggest a way to help
me learn names and remember them
within a larger class environment (N >50
students)?
A: At the beginning of the semester
collect an index card from each student
with answers to a few questions (e.g.,
what is their major, where is their
hometown, what is something unique
about them that would help you and
their classmates remember them). Create
a master sheet with this information
and use it to call on individual students
during class to respond to questions
related to the day’s material. When you
call on a student, talk with them about
the answers they provided in order to
get to know them. The question about
a unique quality that will help you and
their classmates remember the particular
student works very well for this.
Got a teaching related question
you’d like to see addressed in Ask
the Expert? Email your question to
jcarpent@mailbox.sc.edu and we’ll gather
answers from some experts!
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Make plans to join us in Seattle!
Dear ACRA members,

Welcome back to a new academic year! I hope
things are going well for everyone and I look
forward to an exciting year ahead.
As you know, in an effort to promote quality retail
research ACRA decided to concentrate its efforts
around one major conference a year. We are pleased
to announce the AMA/ACRA First Triennial
Conference, sponsored jointly by the American
Marketing Association Retailing and Pricing
SIG and the American Collegiate Retailing
Association. Your Conference Co-Chairs are
Dhruv Grewal (Babson College), Barry Berman
(Hofstra University), Rodney Runyan (University of
Tennessee) and Anne Roggeveen (Babson College).
The conference will be held April 18 - 21, 2012
at the Hotel Monaco in the heart of downtown
Seattle. The Hotel Monaco is near historic Pioneer
Square and Pike Place Market. We have a special
room rate of $160 per night for conference attendees
(same rate for doubles). For reservations, please call
206-516-5097 and reference “AMA/ACRA Group” for
the special rate which is available until March 28,
2012. The conference fee is $350 and includes one
dinner, two luncheons, continental breakfast each
day, and a wine/snacks reception each evening.
Attendees have the opportunity to present their
research to their peers, and to have Best Papers

published in a special issue of the Journal of
Marketing Management! The call for papers is
found on page 3 of this newsletter and on the ACRA
website. Attendees may also submit proposals for
workshops designed to improve teaching, research
writing or presentation skills. In addition, a number
of exciting special sessions are planned including
Making the Research Process Successful, Special
Tours (potential companies are Nordstrom and
Costco home offices/flagship stores), and a Special
Doctoral Paper Session featuring an opportunity
to help doctoral students improve their skills
at preparing a journal-ready manuscript. The
deadline for all submissions is October 31, 2011 and
decisions will be provided by December 1, 2011.
More information on the conference and other
ACRA initiatives for this year is forthcoming. Keep
an eye out for the next issue of Retail Education
Today and as always, please feel free to propose new
ideas that would increase the value of your ACRA
membership.
I look forward to seeing you in Seattle!
Claudia Mobley
ACRA President
Walton College of Business
University of Arkansas

.............................................................................

t Position announcements ....................................................................
• Professor of Marketing/Retail Marketing,
University of Surrey

The University of Surrey is an international university
with a world-class research profile and an enterprising
spirit. Inventive and forward-thinking, its heritage
shows a recurring theme of doing things differently
– and achieving notable results.
We wish to build upon our established strengths
in Marketing/Retail Marketing. Applications are
welcome from candidates conducting research in
any area of Marketing/Retail Marketing. Those
with expertise in quantitative research methods are
particularly encouraged to apply.
Candidates will bring with them an outstanding
record of achievement in scholarship and research
at both national and international levels. They will
be keen to collaborate in developing their profile
further through securing sustained research funding,
and take pride in providing high quality teaching
at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels,
consistently working to improve methods of delivery
and assessment. They should be able to demonstrate
leadership and management skills by successfully
supporting and developing junior academic staff and
research students, and by contributing to the efficient
management and administration of the School.
We would also be interested in hearing from
candidates at Reader/Senior Lecturer/Lecturer level
and for further details/information on how to apply,
please visit www.surrey.ac.uk/jobs

• Assistant/Associate Professor in Apparel

Design/Product Development/Merchandising,
Auburn University, Department of Consumer
Affairs

The Department of Consumer Affairs at Auburn
University invites applications for a nine month,
tenure-track position as an Assistant or Associate
Professor in the area of Apparel Design, Product
Development and Merchandising. Responsibilities
will include teaching studio and/or lecture courses
in one or more of the following areas: Creative and
technical design (including flat patternmaking,
draping and drafting); product development;
merchandising; aesthetics; technology (e.g., CAD
and body scanning); or consumer behavior; actively
pursuing a program of scholarly research and/or
creative work and grantsmanship; participating
in curriculum development and marketing for
undergraduate and graduate programs, including
distance delivery; directing and serving on
graduate student committees; participating in
undergraduate student advising; providing service
to the department, college and university; and,
being actively involved in relevant professional
associations and with industry entities.
Applicants must have a Ph.D. in a related field,
although candidates who are ABD will be
considered but appointed at the Instructor level
until completion of the doctoral degree within
one year of the initial hire date. The candidate
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accepted for this position must be able to meet
eligibility requirements for work in the U.S. at
the time appointment is scheduled to begin and
continue working legally for the proposed term of
the appointment, and must be able to communicate
effectively in English. The start date for the position
is August 16, 2012. Review of applications will begin
October 24, 2011 and continue until a candidate is
selected and recommended for appointment. To
apply, send PDF files including letter of application,
curriculum vitae, statements of teaching, research/
creative scholarship philosophies, examples of
student and/or own creative work (for applicants
with a design focus), names of three professional
references with emails, phone numbers of mailing
addresses, and transcripts from all universities
attended to CAHS-Position@auburn.edu. For
further information about the position and Auburn
University, visit the department’s website at http://
www.humsci.auburn.edu/cahs.index.php and
contact Dr. Pamela Ulrich, Chair of the Search
Committee at 334-844-1336 or ulricpv@auburn.edu.

and three letters of reference online to the University
of South Carolina Human Resources website at:
https://uscjobs.sc.edu. The posting number for the
position is RQ#003851.

Auburn University is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer,
equal opportunity educational institution. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply.

We will continue to keep ACRA’s fees at
$75 for both domestic and international
members. In addition to our electronic
newsletter, we provide you with access
to electronic copies of The International
Journal of Retail & Distribution
Management and The International Review
of Retail, Distribution and Consumer
Research.

• Department Chair, University of South
Carolina, Department of Retailing

The Department of Retailing in the College of
Hospitality, Retail, and Sport Management invites
applications and nominations for the position of
Chair in the Department of Retailing.
The Chair reports to the Dean of the College and
works collaboratively with administrators and
faculty to ensure that the Department’s educational
programs are administered in accordance with
educational policies and institutional standards;
is responsible for articulating and promoting
the Department’s mission to students, faculty,
administration, and external constituents; serves
as the chief academic and administrative officer
for the Department and is responsible for fostering
faculty excellence in research, teaching, service, and
the pursuit of grants and contracts; must be able
to demonstrate a record of successful leadership
in creating and increasing faculty research and
grant productivity while maintaining teaching
excellence; and is also responsible for assisting
the Dean in identifying and pursuing funding
and development opportunities. Candidates must
possess an earned doctorate in Retail Management,
Fashion Merchandising, or a related area and a
distinguished record of scholarly and professional
achievement that will qualify them to be appointed
at the associate or full professor rank. Experience
in administering academic programs at a college or
university in a multi-campus setting is desirable.
The review of applications will begin September
19, 2011 and continue until the position is filled. If
you have any questions or would like additional
information, please contact the Chairperson of the
Search Committee, Dr. Sheryl F. Kline, Associate
Dean, College of Hospitality, Retail & Sport
Management at 803-777-3249 or email klines@hrsm.
sc.edu. Submit a letter of intent, curriculum vitae,

The University of South Carolina is an affirmative action, equal
opportunity employer. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply.
The University of South Carolina is responsive to the needs of dual
career couples.

t Reminder!

ACRA annual
membership
fees are due
for 2012!

NOTE: In order to receive access to your
2012 journals and have access to the
2012 ACRA directory, we must receive
your membership renewal no later than
January 1, 2012. There will be a new
password to access the electronic journals
and the ACRA membership directory.
These will be sent to you as of January 1,
2012 if your fees have been paid. If you pay
your fees after January 1, the password will
only be sent out once per quarter (April 1
and July 1).
To pay your membership fee online,
please visit http://acraretail.org/
content/?category_name=payments. Also,
please send a completed membership
directory update form to Susan Fiorito
(sfiorito@fsu.edu).
To pay by check, mail your check and
directory update form (available at
http://acraretail.org/content/?category_
name=payments) to Susan Fiorito,
Treasurer, American Collegiate Retailing
Association, 312 Sandels Building,
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1492. Please make
your check payable to ACRA (in US
dollars).

t Call for papers...............

..............................................

t AMA/ACRA First Triennial Conference –
Sponsored jointly by the American Marketing
Association Retailing & Pricing SIG and the
American Collegiate Retailing Association

What does it mean to be a female consumer in the
21st Century? This special issue seeks papers that
provide a deeper understanding of what it means
to be a female consumer in today’s society. The
objectives of this issue are to examine and advance
our knowledge of female consumers within a
qualitative research framework, to identify issues
that have not previously been contemplated in the
qualitative market research literature, and to utilize
qualitative market research methodologies that have
not necessarily been applied within this context. This
special edition encourages consumer researchers to
submit papers on a wide range of topics pertaining to
female consumers and marketing in the 21st Century.
We welcome both theoretical and empirical papers.

The conference will be held April 18 – 21, 2012
at the Hotel Monaco in downtown Seattle. Your
Conference Co-Chairs are Dhurv Grewal (Babson
College), Barry Berman (Hofstra University),
Rodney Runyan (University of Tennessee) and Anne
Roggeveen (Babson College). The deadline for paper
submissions is October 31, 2011 and decisions will
be provided by December 1, 2011.
Authors have two options to submit papers to the
Conference: extended abstracts or full papers.
Authors may submit extended abstracts (up to
5 pages) to Conference Co-Chairs. These will be
reviewed for acceptance by Co-Chairs only. Submit
full papers (25 pages maximum) to the appropriate
Track Chair. These will be double-blind reviewed.
NOTE: Only full papers will be considered for
Best Paper awards and for potential publication
in the special issue of the Journal of Marketing
Management.
We will provide our Best Conference Paper Award
and several Honorable Mentions. The best paper
candidates will be nominated by the Track chairs
and selected by the Conference Co-Chairs and/or a
panel of distinguished scholars. Each Track Chair
will recommend one to three papers in his/her
track as suitable for inclusion in a special issue of
the JMM, scheduled to be published in March 2013.
The author(s) of the selected papers will be given
an opportunity to revise the paper and sent out for a
competitive review. The Guest Editors of the special
issue will ultimately select six papers for inclusion
in the special issue. Authors of these articles must
agree to fulfill the editorial requirements of the
Guest Editors, JMM editorial guidelines, and to
submit their revised paper in a timely manner as
necessary for publishing deadlines by JMM.
Workshop Proposals
As part of the AMA/ACRA First Triennial
Conference, we invite proposals for workshops
designed to improve teaching, research, writing or
presentation skills. Additionally, workshops focused
on industry topics are encouraged. Proposals can be
submitted using the same timeline as manuscripts.
Workshops should be designed for delivery within a
60 minute period.
For track and chairperson information, please see
the full call for papers at http://www.acraretail.org.
t Special Issue of European Journal of
Marketing – Word of Mouth and Viral
Marketing Referrals
The special issue aims to reflect recent advances in
academic research and managerial practice within
the areas of word of mouth and viral marketing
referrals. The issue seeks to continue, and build
upon, the tradition of knowledge dissemination
on referral offering, behavior, and dissemination,
and to publish within a unified issue a collection
of high-quality papers in line with this broad
theme. The guest editors welcome rigorous and

t Special Issue of Qualitative Market Research –
The Female Consumer in the 21st Century

thought-provoking papers that examine the theme
through emergent topics, as well as more traditional
perspectives.
We will give preference to empirical papers (both
qualitative and quantitative), although theoretical
papers that examine fundamental issues in, or offer
comprehensive frameworks of, word-of-mouth and
viral marketing referrals are also welcomed. All papers
should have a clear marketing orientation and should
outline the practical implications derived from the
research. As well, papers must be relevant to the
European and wider world readership of this journal.
Specific topics may include, but are not limited to
the following:
• Referral marketing in the context of the history of
marketing thought.
• Referral marketing within organizational
marketing and traditional marketing plans.
• Referrals and personality/behavioral
characteristics.
• Referrals and demographics/geographics, including
culture’s impact on referral marketing campaigns
and consumer behavior.
• Referrals, satisfaction, and loyalty—reality or
fiction?
• Consumer feedback on companies’ e-stores.
• The impact of technology on referrals, including for
example viral marketing and web blogging.
Papers submitted must not have been published,
accepted for publication, or presently be under
consideration elsewhere. Deadline for submission:
December 1, 2011. Please see the full call for papers
at http://www.emeraldinsight.com/products/
journals/call_for_papers.htm?id=3301.

Contributions might include (but are not restricted to):
• Motherhood and consumption
• Women and the retail environment
• Female roles in the marketplace
• Women and advertising
• Historical analyses of female consumers
• Women and green/ethical consumption behaviors
• Women, religion and consumption
• Ethnomethodological studies of female
adolescents’ consumption behaviors
• Women and social marketing
• Women and new media
• Internet-based qualitative studies of female
consumers
• Utilizing visual methodologies to explore female
consumers’ consumption practices
• Mixed method qualitative analyses of female
consumers
• Any other qualitative research domain pertaining to
female consumers
Deadline for submission: March 1, 2012 for
publication in the latter half of 2012. Please see the
full call for papers at http://www.emeraldinsight.
com/authors/writing/calls.htm?id=3570.

Retail Education Today
Retail Education Today is looking for feature
articles on innovative teaching strategies or
evaluations of the retail industry and its sectors.
The papers in each issue will be concerned
with issues and topics relevant to faculty in
the classroom. Papers will be double-blind
refereed and should be unpublished and noncopyrighted. The author(s) will retain copyright
of their papers.
The editor, along with at least two reviewers, will
pursue a policy of timely and meaningful review
of each paper. If the paper is accepted, the
author(s) must provide the paper’s final version
in Microsoft Word format. The text format is
flexible, but the reference style is APA. Paper
should not exceed 5,000 words.
Please e-mail submissions, in Microsoft Word
format, to the Editor: Jason M. Carpenter
(jcarpent@mailbox.sc.edu)
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Abstracts from the upcoming special issue of IJR&DM
Following are the abstracts of the papers from ACRA’s 2011 Annual Conference in Boston selected for inclusion
in the forthcoming special issue of IJR&DM. Congratulations to the authors for having their work selected!

t Smart Shopping: Conceptualization and Measurement
Kelly Green Atkins, East Tennessee State University
Youn-Kyung ‘Lydia’ Kim, University of Tennessee
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to gain a better conceptualization and measurement
of smart shopping. The specific objectives are to: (a) investigate consumers’
perceptions of the term smart shopping; (b) develop a measure of smart shopping;
and (c) validate the measure of smart shopping.
Design/methodology/approach
The research includes a comprehensive literature review, focus group interviews,
and in-depth interviews for initial item generation and instrument development.
Scale development consists of a pilot test (N=100), a pretest (N=237), and main
study (N=1474).
Findings
The findings indicate that smart shopping includes consumers seeking to
minimize the expenditure of time, money, or energy to gain hedonic or utilitarian
value from the experience.
Research limitations/implications
In-store shopping was examined based upon shopping for clothing, grocery, or
electronics; therefore caution must be used when applying the smart shopping
scale to other shopping contexts or product categories.
Practical implications
Gaining a better understanding of the smart shopper will enable retailers to more
accurately target this consumer group. Focus could be placed on saving time or
saving energy in addition to the traditional emphasis on saving money. Retailers
could also provide a combination of utilitarian and hedonic experiences for
consumers.
Originality/value
This study conceptualizes and tests the term smart shopping from a broader
perspective than previous studies that primarily focused on monetary savings in
the grocery shopping context. Smart shopping
includes the desire for efficient shopping but
emphases on the components of an
efficient trip may differ
from traditional
theories.

t Effect of Consumer Relationship Proneness on Perceived Loyalty
Program Attributes and Resistance to Change
Hye-Young Kim, University of Minnesota
Ju-Young M. Kang, University of Minnesota
Kim K. P. Johnson, University of Minnesota
Purpose
The purpose of our study was to examine the interrelationships among consumer
relationship proneness (CRP), three perceived loyalty program attributes (i.e.,
perceived complexity, advantage, and risk), and resistance to change with
participants in apparel retailer’s loyalty programs.
Design/methodology/approach
Data were collected using an online survey with the assist of a marketing research
company. Participants were 294 members of apparel retailers’ loyalty programs.
Participants indicated one apparel retailer’s loyalty program that they took part
in. After that, they completed a questionnaire making reference to the program
they had identified. To reduce measurement artifacts, dependent variables were
assessed prior to their predictors.
Findings
CRP was found to have a significant effect on perceived advantage and resistance
to change. In turn, perceived advantage revealed a significant positive effect on
resistance to change. Our results not only verify theoretical conceptions regarding
CRP and its effect on perceived loyalty program attributes and resistance to change
but also provide insights into the implementation and development of apparel
retail loyalty programs as well as customer relationship management.
Research limitations/implications
Our results were obtained at one point in time so a longitudinal study might
provide an enhanced understanding of the interrelationships among the variables
and how they might change over time.
Practical implications
Measurement of customers’ relationship proneness may allow retailers to improve
strategies to target the “right” customers for their loyalty programs, as well as to
segment their customers. If retailers get relationship-prone consumers into their
loyalty programs, they will maximize the effectiveness of these programs.
Originality/value
The contributions of our research are twofold. First, it critically examined CRP
with loyalty program members fulfilling an identified gap in the literature and
testing CRP as a critical factor to the effectiveness of loyalty programs. Second, on
a managerial level, we generate beneficial insight for apparel retailers to fine-tune
their loyalty programs.
Continued on page 5
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Abstracts from the upcoming special issue of IJR&DM
Continued from page 4

t Family Allowances as Reverse Retail Discrimination
Mark S. Rosenbaum, Northern Illinois University
Gianfranco Walsh, University of Koblenz-Landau
Richard Wozniak, Northern Illinois University

t Understanding Pro-Environmental Behavior: A Comparison of Green Product
Purchasers and Non-Purchasers
Joohyung Park, Purdue University
Sejin Ha, Purdue University

Purpose
Researchers have explored the extent to which consumers belonging to minority,
ethnic, marginalized, and sub-cultural groups experience discrimination in retail
settings. This study explores the converse of retail racism—namely, reverse retail
discrimination. The work shows that gay men in the United States and Turks in
Germany often secure relational benefits, or “family allowances,” from like retail
employees, for no reason other than that they share a socio-collective trait.

Purpose
This study investigates the differences in underlying psychological aspects
regarding pro-environmental behaviors between two distinct consumer groups:
green product purchasers and green product non-purchasers. Focusing on proenvironmental behavior in recycling, this study investigates these psychological
aspects: cognitive attitude, affective attitude, social norm, personal norm, and
behavioral intention.

Design/methodology/approach
The study employs grounded theory methodology to put forth a framework
regarding five types of family allowances. The framework emerges from two indepth interview studies conducted with gay men and Turks. A third qualitative
study reveals descriptive insights into how majority groups view family allowances.

Design/methodology/approach
Using a web-based survey, a total of 363 responses from US consumers were used
for the data analysis. Confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to check the
measurement model, and a multiple regression and MANOVA were performed to
test the proposed hypotheses.

Findings
This study reveals that consumers who share ethnic and sexual orientation traits
with like employees obtain family allowances; these are complementary products,
monetary discounts, service improvements, customer comfort, and the sharing of
information. The study also reveals that consumers from majority groups realize
that reverse retail discrimination exists; however, they react negatively to having
their thoughts confirmed.

Findings
Compared to green product non-purchasers, green product purchasers exhibited
significantly higher levels of cognitive attitude, affective attitude, social norm,
personal norm, and recycling intention. Also cognitive attitude, social norm, and
personal norm predicted recycling intention.

Research limitations/implications
This study is limited in that respondents were gay men and Turks. Studies are
needed to further develop understanding of reverse retail discrimination and to
investigate the extent to which managers realize that this phenomenon occurs.
Practical implications
Managers should realize that the potential for reverse discrimination exits and that
discriminatory victims may become discriminatory agents.
Originality/value
This study develops the concept of family allowances. In addition, the study
expands knowledge regarding a new type of marketplace discrimination.

Research limitations/implications
The limitations of this study include the self-reporting questionnaire and the
measurement of consumers’ recycling intention rather than their actual behavior.
Practical implications
This study will provide useful information to retailers who are developing product/
service offerings and operation practices to address sustainable consumption.
Originality/value
This study provides empirical evidence that certain consumer groups in relation
to pro-environmental product shopping behavior (purchasers vs. non-purchasers)
exhibit differences in the psychological formation of another pro-environmental
behavior, recycling.
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ACRA contacts..........................................
t President

Retail Education Today
A quarterly publication of the
American Collegiate Retailing
Association
www.acraretail.org
Editor
Jason M. Carpenter
University of South Carolina
Department of Retailing
jcarpent@mailbox.sc.edu
Design editor
Betty Lynn Compton
Retail Education Today is distributed
free of charge to ACRA members and
the leadership of associated trade
organizations, sibling organizations,
and interested retailers.

Claudia B. Mobley
University of Arkansas
Sam Walton College of Business
WJWH 538
Fayetteville, AR 72701
cmobley@walton.uark.edu

t Vice president

Barry Berman
Hofstra University
Department of Marketing and International Business
222 Weller Hall
Hempstead, NY 11549
barry.berman@hofstra.edu

t Past president

David J. Burns
Xavier University
Williams College of Business
Department of Marketing
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207
burnsd@xavier.edu

t Secretary

Opinions expressed are not
necessarily endorsed by ACRA or its
officers.

Rod Runyan
University of Tennessee
Department of Retailing, Hospitality and Tourism
Management
245 Jessie Harris Building
Knoxville, TN 37996
rrunyan@utk.edu

© 2011 ACRA

t Treasurer

Position listings, ads and feature
articles can be submitted for review at
any time. Please send submissions in
electronic format to the Editor.
Publication deadline for Vol. 31 No. 4
is January 16, 2012.

t
Advertise your position opening in Retail Education Today!
Cost: $100
Includes:
t Position posting in
Retail Education Today
t Position posting on ACRA Web site
t E-mail blast to ACRA members
E-mail Jason Carpenter (jcarpent@
mailbox.sc.edu) for more information.
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Susan S. Fiorito
Florida State University
College of Human Sciences
Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Department
312 Sandels Building
Tallahassee, FL 32306
sfiorito@fsu.edu

t Membership chairperson
Scarlett Wesley
University of Kentucky
Merchandising, Apparel & Textiles
Erikson Hall Room 315-B
Lexington, KY 40506
scarlett.wesley@uky.edu

t ICSC liaison

Martin Topol
Pace University
Lubin School of Business
Department of Marketing
1 Pace Plaza
New York, NY 10038
mtopol@pace.edu

t NRF liaison

Ann Fairhurst
University of Tennessee
Department of Retailing, Hospitality and Tourism
Management
110 Jessie Harris Building
Knoxville, TN 37996
fairhurs@utk.edu

t New York conference liaison

Barry Berman & Chuck Mellon
Hofstra University
Department of Marketing & International Business
222 Weller Hall
Hempstead, NY 11549
mktbxb@hofstra.edu or mktcam@hofstra.edu

t Member-at-large

Leigh Sparks
University of Stirling
Institute for Retail Studies
Stirling, Scotland, United Kingdom, FK9 4LA
leigh.sparks@stir.ac.uk

t Webmaster

Jordy Lucier
Ryerson University
jordynn@gmail.com

t Editor, Retail Education Today

Jason M. Carpenter
University of South Carolina
College of Hospitality, Retail & Sport Management
Department of Retailing
1016E Carolina Coliseum
Columbia, SC 29208
jcarpent@mailbox.sc.edu

t Boston conference chair
Irene M. Foster
Framingham State University
Consumer Sciences Department
Fashion Design and Retailing
Hemenway Hall 110
100 State Street
Framingham, MA 01701
ifoster@framingham.edu

t Hall of fame/archives

Susan S. Fiorito
Florida State University
College of Human Sciences
Retail Merchandising and Product Development
Department
312 Sandels Building
Tallahassee, FL 32306
sfiorito@fsu.edu

